
ACA International LLC

In addition to our specialization in air charters, ACA provides end to 
end project freight forwarding solutions in support of 
companies across industries with airfreight, ocean freight, 
trucking, and rail services. We provide you with expertise 

in the handling of oversized, overweight, breakbulk 
or restricted cargoes door to door. Our 

network of trusted project partners 
ensures exceptional service 

worldwide. 

Our Company

projects@aca-int.com

www.aca-int.com

+1.646.843.0700
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Breakbulk / RORO
Ocean Freight

When your cargo can’t load into a container or you want to 
decrease the amount of handling on wheeled freight breakbulk 
and RORO ocean freight are the best options. Our network of 
carriers allows us to offer global coverage while maintaining 
the level of customer service our project customers expect. 

Packing, Crating,
Lashing, Loading

Getting cargo from point A to 
point B in good condition 
requires that it is properly 

packed, and secured to the 
transport vessel prior to 

departure. With our team you 
and your customers can rest 
easy knowing that our expert 

packers, loaders, and 
stevedors are capable of 
handling your specialized 

cargo with the utmost care. 

Project / Route Survey

Our experience in project management allows 
us to offer surveys on both project and routing 
feasibility for a particular scope of movement. 

Surveys help to avoid additional delays and 
costs by exploring and resolving issues that may 

come up prior to dispatch of your shipment.  

Customs & Cargo
Documentation

We provide alongside and 
on-board issued 

documentation to ensure 
proper clearance at the 

port of export and import. 

Barge / Rail
Coordination

The last mile is always the hardest to 
complete on project cargo shipments and 

our network of barge and rail operators can 
help decrease the amount of over the road 
travel required and close the delivery gap. 

Class 1 and 7 Door to Door Handling
With Class 1 and 7 hazardous materials you need 

experts you know you can count on to help ensure your 
cargo arrives to your destination in compliance with 
international regulations. Our team of specialists is 

able to offer solutions for DG cargo that is not suitable 
for loading on scheduled air or ocean shipments. 

Heavy Haul and Specialized
Inland Trucking

When your pieces it too large, valuable, or hazardous 
to transit on your regular trucking vendors our 

specialized network can get the job done. 

Port Handling / Attendance
at Port Operations

Whether coordination of cargo receipt and 
loading, or cargo storage and transfer/discharging 
our team navigates the intricacies of coordinating 
with ports and carriers to keep your cargo moving 

as efficiently as possible. 

Specialized Airfreight

As a stand-alone service or 
multi-modal in combination with an 
air charter or surface transportation, 
ACA provides airfreight services with 

a network of airlines reaching 
destinations worldwide.


